A simple technique to estimate the position of a given mobile source inside a building is based on the received signal strength. For this methodology to have a reasonable accuracy, radio visibility of the mobile by at least three access points is required. To reduce the number of the required access points and therefore simplify the underlying coverage design problem, we propose a novel scheme that takes into account the distribution of RF energy around the receiver. In other words, we assume that the receiver is equipped with a circular array antenna with beamforming capability. In this way, the spatial spectrum of the received power can be measured by electronically rotating the main lobe around the 360-degree field of view. This spatial spectrum can be used by a single receiver as a means for estimating the position of the mobile transmitter. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of this methodology, and show the improvement achieved in the positioning accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, technologies that find the location of mobile sources inside buildings are becoming an attractive area of research and development. A significant application of such technologies is in emergency situations where it is important to be able to locate or track the movements of the first responders inside closed environments. More commercial and public safety applications are also emerging every day.
GPS provides this capability in the outdoor environment, where the line-of-sight propagation paths to GPS satellites exist. However, it cannot be used in the indoor environment where ceilings obstruct the view of the corresponding satellites. The problem of finding locations of mobile sources inside buildings presents special challenges. Obstacles such as walls, furniture, and other objects create a much harsher radio propagation environment. A variety of ranging and positioning techniques with different technologies such as RF, ultrasound, infrared, DC electromagnetic, and so forth, have been proposed to solve this problem [1] . Accordingly, various levels of localization accuracy, resolution, and complexity have been reported by such methodologies.
A simple technique to estimate the position of a given source is based on the received signal strength (RSS). RSS is attractive because it is widely applicable to wireless sensor networks and does not require sophisticated localization hardware. The general philosophy in this approach is to establish a one-to-one correspondence between a given position and the average received signal strength from at least three transmitters with known locations. One such system that has been implemented on the existing wireless local area network infrastructure is RADAR [2] .
RADAR is a software-based localization system that operates by recording and processing RSS information from multiple access points (i.e., base stations). There are two main phases in the operation of this system: an off-line phase (i.e., data collection or training phase) and an online phase (i.e., mobile position estimation). In the off-line phase, a "radio-map" of the environment is created. A "radio-map" is a database of selected locations and their corresponding received signal strengths from several base stations. For example, an entry in the radio-map may look like (x, y, z, RSS i (i=1,2,...,n) ), where (x, y, z) is the physical coordinates of the location where the signal is recorded and RSS i is the average received signal strength of the base station "i." In the on-line phase, the mobile measures the received signal strength from each of the base stations within range, and then, searches through the radio-map database to determine the best signal strength vector that matches the one observed. The system estimates the location associated with the best-matching signal strength vector (i.e., nearest neighbor) to be the location of the mobile. This technique essentially calculates the L 2 distance (i.e., euclidean distance) between the observed RSSs and the entries in the set defined by the radio-map. It then picks the RSS-vector that minimizes this distance and declares the corresponding physical coordinate as the estimate of the mobile's location. Alternative strategies such as averaging the k-nearest neighbors have also been considered.
Another interesting RSS-based localization methodology has been proposed in [3, 4] , where a probability distribution is constructed during the training phase. Then, a Bayesian inference approach is used to estimate the mobile's coordinates with the highest probability.
In [5] , fundamental limits of localization using RSS in indoor environments have been characterized. It is shown that using commodity 802.11 technology over a range of algorithms, approaches, and environments, one can expect a median localization error of 3 m and 97th percentile of 9 m. It is also argued that these limitations are fundamental and that they are unlikely to transcend without a fundamentally more complex environmental models, additional localization infrastructure, or resources.
The general assumption in all of the RSS-based positioning systems is that the signal strength is recorded with an omnidirectional antenna at the receiver. In a multipath environment, such as indoor, the mobile receives the transmitted signal from many directions due to possible reflections, diffractions and scattering phenomena. An omnidirectional antenna is not capable of obtaining any information regarding the spatial (i.e., angular) distribution of the signal energy. The thesis of this research is that any information pertaining to the angular distribution of power can be used to increase the accuracy of an RSS-based localization methodology. For example, through the use of an antenna that has beamforming capability, more information can be extracted by measuring the signal strength in different directions; therefore, instead of the average signal power, a more general and sophisticated spatial power spectrum (SPS) can be generated and used for position estimation.
For example, in Figure 1 , due to symmetry, the access point experiences the same average received signal power from a mobile located at position 1 or 2; therefore, with a single access point, no RSS-based positioning system will be capable of resolving the ambiguity between these positions. However, as observed, the directions from which the access point receives most of the transmitted power from these positions are very different. If the positioning system has access to this kind of information (i.e., received power expected from different directions), distinction between positions 1 and 2 can be easily made.
Consequently, by using a more generalized and sophisticated radio-map that contains received signal strength information from various directions, the system would have the capability of estimating the mobile position with fewer access points and possibly higher accuracy. Section 2 will describe the problem statement in more details. Simulation platform and various proposed solutions are investigated in Section 3. System performance is discussed in Section 4 and finally some concluding remarks are expressed in Section 5.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MODELING
An array antenna with beamforming capability is able to steer the direction of its main beam toward any desired angle. In particular, a circular array, which has a 360-degree field of view, is an appropriate candidate for two-dimensional positioning application. Sample beam pattern of such an antenna for various array sizes (i.e., number of elements) is shown in Figure 2 .
Here, we propose to follow the same two-phase approach as the general RSS-based localization mentioned in the previous section. However, in the training phase, instead of recording the received signal strength, a circular array antenna with beamforming capability records the spatial power spectrum (SPS) of the received signal. The SPS is basically a two-dimensional graph of the received power versus angle (e.g., azimuth). Each point on this graph indicates the received signal strength when the main beam of the antenna is directed toward the corresponding azimuth. The beam of the array antenna is electronically controlled to point toward a K. Sayrafian-Pour and D. Kaspar desired direction. Therefore, by rotating the main lobe in the 360-degree field of view and recording the received power, an SPS graph for a given mobile position can be generated. Now, the problem is to first form a database of the measured spectra at the points of interest (e.g., set of grid points over the layout). This is the training phase which essentially yields a more sophisticated radio-map of the building where positioning is desired. Next, for any given position, the generated SPS can be compared to all the entries in this database, and the position of the best match would be a good candidate for the unknown position.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of this approach by implementing a simulation platform that matches the condition of an indoor environment. The main difficulty in simulating an indoor RF channel is the strong dependence of the received signal on the layout of the building (e.g., multipath channel). In particular, all walls, windows, and other objects that affect the propagation of RF waves will directly impact the signal strength and more importantly the directions from which the RF signal is received. Empirical, statistical, and deterministic models have been used to describe the behavior of such multipath channels [6] [7] [8] . In our study, we have elected to use a sophisticated ray-tracing tool to accurately predict the received signal in the indoor RF channel. Wireless system engineering (WiSE) is a ray-tracing tool that has been developed and verified by Bell Laboratories [9, 10] . Figure 3 shows a pictorial sample of the multipath signal for a given building layout and transmitter-receiver location obtained through the ray-tracing tool. We realize that even such models have limitations in their accuracy and are also subject to errors when there are changes in the environment such as furniture moving, or even people walking through the building; however, this approach will give us the opportunity to create a testbed that to the extent possible mimics the conditions of an indoor channel in real life.
The received power in an array antenna with a directional beam is a function of the azimuth angle where the main beam is pointing. For a given layout, building material, transmitter-receiver location, frequency, and array size, the spatial power spectrum (SPS) at the receiver coordinates can be obtained by rotating the main beam around the receiver using a beamforming algorithm. In order to further verify the accuracy of the obtained SPS, we also conducted a simple experiment to compare sample hardware measurements to the predicted values of the ray-tracing tool (see the appendix for more details).
Once the SPS data for a set of predetermined points is collected, the test and verification phase of the positioning system can begin. Essentially each SPS graph can be regarded as a spatial signature that signifies the position coordinates of the mobile as seen by an access point. On the contrary to the RSS-based methodology, where L 2 distance is used to establish a metric between two RSS vectors, the problem of finding the closest match to a given SPS is not so evident. To further elaborate on this problem, consider the scenarios depicted in Figures 4(a) and 5(a). Here, the mobile is the transmitter (with a simple omnidirectional antenna) and the access point is the receiver equipped with a circular array antenna. Figure 4 (b) displays the SPS observed by the access point when the mobile position changes from 0 to 1. Since, the mobile distance from the access point is increased, the SPS graph decreases in magnitude (i.e., vertical shift) while generally maintaining its shape. Figure 5 (a) shows the scenario where the mobile changes its position from 0 to 2. In this case, the distance of the mobile to the access point is almost unchanged; however, the direction from which the access points receive the RF signal is now changed. This translates to a horizontal shift in the spatial signature as seen in Figure 5 Therefore, physical closeness or proximity in mobile positions could translate to visual similarity in the spatial signatures seen by an access point. Although, it can be shown that this is not true in all cases, the methodology outlined in this paper is still applicable under all circumstances.
In order to measure the similarity between two signatures (i.e., matching), a distance metric has to be chosen that is capable of considering both of the situations above. A few metrics with this capability will be described in Section 3.
SIMULATION PLATFORM
The block diagram shown in Figure 6 describes the simulation system that was created to assess the performance of this positioning technique. Performance can be obtained for various input parameters such as building layouts, radio characteristics of the building materials (e.g., dielectric properties of the walls), and receiver-transmitter attributes such as power, frequency, and antenna gain pattern. Also, various signature-matching strategies can be implemented as search mechanisms to identify the position estimate of the mobile.
To generate a radio-map for a given layout, we have defined a grid of points as seen in Figure 7 . Points that are too close to the walls are eliminated to preserve the possibility of future practical implementation. For each point on the grid and for each access point, a spatial signature is generated and stored. This constitutes the radio-map. Notice that if the antenna gain pattern for the receiver is taken to be omnidirectional, then the system will behave similar to the RSS-based positioning (e.g., [2] ). This special case is actually used as a benchmark to evaluate the gain associated with using spatial spectra.
As previously mentioned, the main objective in this research is to study the applicability of using spatial power spectrum for indoor localization. In order to compare the signature of a test point to those included in the radio-map, an appropriate distance metric needs to be defined. We have considered various metrics that are briefly described in the following subsections. Performance of the system with each metric will then be compared to the omnidirectional case under various scenarios and parameters such as transmitter and receiver locations, building layout, number of receivers (i.e., access points), and so forth.
Minkowski distance
Minkowski metrics are a family of distance measures, which are generalized from the euclidean distance formula. It is often used as a similarity measure between two patterns that could be images, graphs, signatures, or vectors. SPS 2 ) denotes the distance between two signatures SPS 1 and SPS 2 , then Minkowski distance of order "r" is defined as
At r = 2, this metric is the typical Euclidean distance that has been used for some of the RSS-based methodologies [2] . We chose to investigate the performance of L 1 and L 2 distance metrics for the spatial spectrum matching. These metrics essentially perform an element-by-element similarity measure between the two signatures SPS 1 and SPS 2 , which might be less accurate for signatures that are circularly shifted versions of each other. This could be especially important when the radio-map grid resolution is low or there exist large open spaces in the layout (e.g., large conference rooms). An example will be provided later in Section 4 to further elaborate on this point.
Earth mover algorithm (EMD)
Earth mover's distance (EMD) has been used as a distance metric with application in content-based image retrieval [11] . An attractive property of this metric is its capability to match perceptual similarity better than other distance metrics used for image retrieval. This property is actually desirable in our application as well, since in most cases perceptual matching of spatial signatures (i.e., SPS) would seem to apply in actual coordinate matching for indoor positioning. The EMD is based on a solution to the transportation problem from linear optimization. It is a useful and flexible distance metric that measures the minimal cost that must be paid to transform one signature into the other. Signature matching is cast as a transportation problem by defining one signature as the supplier and the other as the consumer, and by setting the cost for a supplier-consumer pair to equal the ground distance between an element in the first signature and an element in the second. Intuitively, the solution is the minimum amount of work required to transform one signature into the other. Alternatively, given two spatial spectra, one can be seen as a mass of earth properly spread in space, the other as a collection of holes in that same space. Then, the EMD measures the least amount of work needed to fill the holes with earth. A unit of work corresponds to transporting a unit of earth by a unit of ground distance.
We have investigated the performance of this metric as a similarity measure between two spatial spectra.
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Hausdorff distance (HD)
Hausdorff Distance is a measure of closeness of two sets of geometric points P and Q [12, 13] and is defined as
In this case, we would like to measure the distance between the two functions SPS 1 (θ), SPS 2 (θ). First, we define the points a θ and b θ with the following coordinates:
Then, we customize the definition of Hausdorff distance as follows:
where
and "c" is a constant scaling factor chosen appropriately.
Hausdorff distance measures the degree of mismatch between two sets, as it reflects the distance of the points in the first set that is furthest from any point in the second set. Intuitively, if the Hausdorff distance is d, then every point of the first set must be within a distance d of some point of the second set and vice versa. Hausdorff distance obeys the properties of identity, symmetry, and triangle inequality; therefore, it is a metric over the set of all closed and bounded sets. Hausdorff distance has been used as a metric to develop fast and reliable method for comparing binary images and locating objects within images [14, 15] . Here, we would like to investigate its applicability to establish a similarity measure between two spatial signatures.
Kullback-Leibler distance (KL)
The Kullback-Leibler distance (or relative entropy) is a natural distance function from a "true" probability distribution p to a "target" probability distribution q. For discrete probability distributions, p = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } and q = q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n , the KL-distance is defined to be [16] 
KL distance has been used as an objective measure that is able to predict audible discontinuities in concatenative speech synthesis [17] . It has also been used as a similarity measure between images [18] . Here, we would like to investigate its effectiveness as a similarity measure between two spatial spectra. Therefore, we use the following expression as a metric that quantifies the distance between two spatial spectra:
Note that the KL-distance is not symmetric and SPS * is the normalized SPS.
Peak-to-peak distance (PPD)
The direction from which a node receives most of the transmitted RF energy is a function of the building layout and the position of the node. This direction is basically the azimuth angle where SPS peaks. Although, this peak might not be indicative of the transmitter's direction, it may be used to establish a distance metric between two spatial spectra; and therefore, help to estimate the coordinates of the mobile by finding the best match. Assume that θ 1 and θ 2 are the azimuth directions where SPS 1 and SPS 2 peak. In other words,
Then, define the peak-to-peak distance (PPD) as
where "c" is a constant scaling factor chosen appropriately. Figure 8 displays an example of this distance. In terms of the complexity, this is a simple measure to implement. Since, now (instead of the whole SPS) only the values associated to each SPS peak can be precomputed and stored in the radiomap. 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Using the simulation platform discussed in the previous section, we conducted experiments for various layouts, array sizes (i.e., number of elements), radio-map grid resolutions, antenna beam rotation step size and signature matching techniques. We have chosen an ISM-band frequency of 2.4 GHz for the operation of the system in simulation. Table 1 summarizes the average position error obtained with different matching algorithms, number of access points, and radio-map grid resolution for the layout shown in Figure 3(a) . When the receiver antenna is selected to be omnidirectional (i.e., array size is one), we will essentially have an RSS-based system where no directional information is included in the signatures and the radio-map. In this case, each spatial spectrum is replaced by a scalar that represents the total average received power. Performance of this omnidirectional system with L 2 distance metric has been chosen as the benchmark for comparison purposes and it is displayed in the last row of Table 1 . As observed, all SPS-based approaches significantly outperform the RSS method; with SPS-L1 having the least average error for this layout. Figure 9 also displays the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of error in the estimated position for different radio-map resolution. For example, in Figure 9 (a), the performance of the SPS-L1 method with only one access point has been compared to the performance of the RSS-based method with one, two, and three access points. As observed, using the SPS approach, there is a significant improvement in accuracy when the number of access points is less than three. Even in the case of RSS-based approach with 3 APs, the gain associated with SPS-L1 is noticeable when radio-map resolution is high (i.e., 1 × 1 m). Figure 10 visually demonstrates the advantage of using spatial spectrum for lower number of access points.
For the above results, we have selected the position of the best matching point in the radio-map as the estimated position of the mobile. Selecting the k-nearest neighbors and averaging the results did not amount to significant difference; therefore, we did not reflect those results.
The average errors reported in Table 1 have been obtained by considering 400 test points uniformly distributed throughout the layout. The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) for these points varies from 15 to 75 dB. the absolute error of each test point on a three dimensional map over the layout. As observed, test points that are located near the top left and bottom right corners of the building experience higher position error. It is important to note that mobiles located in these corners experience a lower SNR; this in turn contributes to higher error in their estimated position.
Another experiment was performed for the building layout shown in Figure 3 (b) that has a physical dimension of 15 × 21 m and a completely different wall material (i.e., sheetrock). The results are summarized in Table 2 . A similar trend in terms of SPS advantage is also observed for this layout.
In case where the radio-map grid resolution is low or where there exist large open spaces in the layout (e.g., large conference rooms), the performance of SPS-based approach with Minkowski distance metric might be inferior to other matching techniques such as PPD or EMD. To explain this issue, consider a single large room with the size 16 × 16 m and a single AP that is located in the middle of the room. Once again, we would like to estimate the position of a mobile transmitter that is moving around this room. Table 3 shows the average position error obtained by using various SPS matching techniques. In this case, both EMD and PPD (i.e., highlighted rows in Table 3 ) outperform L1 and L2.
The last row of Table 3 indicates the average distance between the sample mobile position and the closest neighboring grid point that is located on the radio-map. This is the lowest possible error that can be achieved by any algorithm that only considers the best matching signature. It is interesting to note that the performance of PPD and EMD (i.e., highlighted rows) are very close to this lower bound.
A similar experiment was performed for even a larger room (i.e., 32 × 32 m) and coarser radio-map resolutions. The result (see Table 4 ) also pointed out to the same conclusion; both PPD and EMD provided higher accuracy compared to L1 and L2.
In general, we have observed that matching techniques such as PPD or EMD outperform Minkowski distance metrics in environments where angular spread of energy around the receiver is highly nonuniform. In such environments, these algorithms are more sensitive to horizontal shifts in SPS (as explained in Figure 5 (b)); and therefore, generate better accuracy in response to a change in mobile position. On the other hand, metrics such as L 1 or L 2 exhibit better performance when there are no significant directions from which the RF energy is received.
The number of antenna array elements used for the simulation results in Tables (1, 2 , 3, 4) is eight. As the number of array elements increases, the main lobe of the beam pattern becomes narrower as seen in Figure 2 . The antenna in this case would be capable of measuring the fine-grained spatial multipath profile of the signal at the receiver location. However, it is not clear whether such fine-grained SPS would enhance the achieved positioning accuracy. For this reason, we have performed further studies to understand the effect of the antenna size on the average positioning error. We have observed that for a given radio-map resolution, building layout, and matching algorithm; there might exist an optimal array size that results in the minimum average position error. For the building in Figure 3 (a) with a radio-map grid resolution of 3 m × 3 m, step-size of 5 degrees, and the two metrics L1 and PPD, this relationship has been displayed in Figure 12 . It should be noted that for a given radio frequency, the radius of the circular array is proportional to the number of array elements. Therefore, large array sizes might create practical implementation issues.
Another issue with the SPS-based approach is the complexity in terms of the amount of storage required for the radio-map. The number of samples in one spatial spectrum depends on the number of azimuth angles that the received power has been measured for. This is directly controlled by the step-size chosen to electronically rotate the main beam of the receiver antenna. Smaller step-size amounts to large number of samples per SPS. Consequently, large amount of storage is required for the radio-map. In addition, the operational speed of the SPS matching process will decrease when the step-size is small. As it is desirable to maximize the speed and at the same time minimize the storage requirement, it is interesting to see the effect of large step-sizes on the accuracy of the SPS-based system. Note that for a given number of antenna elements, the step-size basically describes the resolution of an SPS. Figure 13 displays the variation in the average position error as the rotation step-size increases (i.e., SPS resolution decreases). Compared to a 5-degree step-size, resolution of the spatial spectra obtained by a 40 degree rotation step-size reduces by a factor of 8; however, as seen in Figure 13 , only a modest rise in average error is observed. It is interesting to note that an 8-element circular array antenna with beamforming capability and a rotation step size of 45 degrees is almost equivalent to a sectorized antenna with 8 sectors. Sectorized antennas are basically a special case of the general methodology outlined so far.
Another interesting point in Figure 13 is that larger array sizes (e.g., 12 or 16) exhibit lower average errors when the SPS resolution is high, yet smaller array sizes (e.g., 4 or 8) perform better at higher step-sizes.
In all the results provided so far, we have used the beam pattern generated by a simple circular phased-array antenna with no side-lobe suppression. It is worth noting that the beam patterns generated in this way are not quite identical when the main lobe is pointing at different directions. This fact has been incorporated in our simulations to generate proper spatial spectrum per transmitter location. We have also performed simulations with ideal beam pattern with no side-lobes. There was no considerable change in the overall system performance and for this reason those results have been omitted. In fact, using ideal beam pattern only changes the nature of the observed spatial spectra. The SPS observed at the receiver as well as all recorded signatures in the radiomap will be different. However, ultimately, the performance of the system depends on how efficiently the closest signatures are selected from the radio map. Since, this process is not changed; similar performance is obtained even if ideal beam pattern is considered.
CONCLUSION
The underlying philosophy in this paper is that exploiting the information in the spatial distribution of RF energy around a receiver results in better estimates of the location of a mobile. This spatial spectrum basically represents a signature that only depends on the relative location of the transmitter with respect to the receiver and the environment surrounding them. It can be easily seen that in free space, there is a oneto-one correspondence between the transmitter position and the received SPS. If the receiver is assumed to be at the origin of a polar coordinate system, the received spatial signature is a function of the polar coordinate of the transmitter. If the receiver-transmitter pair is planted inside a building, the layout and the construction material of the walls dictate the flow of energy; and therefore, the shape of the signature. However, the uniqueness of the SPS signatures is still maintained in an indoor environment. Therefore, if a database consisting of a set of representative points (i.e., radio-map) in a building is made, then, any inquiry to the whereabouts of a mobile can be answered by comparing the received SPS with the entries of the radio-map.
RSS-based methodologies also follow the same strategy; however, for them to have a reasonable accuracy radio visibility of the mobile by at least three access points is required. This would create a difficult coverage design problem, which would be eliminated if SPS signatures were used instead. In other words, an advantage of using the SPS signatures as opposed to RSS (i.e., pure signal strength) is that even single receiver with beamforming capability delivers good accuracy; and as a result, complicated triple coverage by three access points is no longer required. Theoretically speaking, if the capability of estimating both direction and range of a mobile exists, then, only one access point is enough to estimate the position of any mobile transmitter. However, to the best of our knowledge, no known methodology currently exists that is capable of providing reasonable and simultaneous estimate of direction and range information in indoor environments. Specifically, our previous research has shown that the direction of a mobile can only be estimated with 40% to 70% probability (depending on the material of the walls) within 20 degrees of error inside buildings. Therefore, we do not wish to rely on estimating angle-of-arrival (AOA) in our positioning system unlike the methodology outlined in [19] .
It is important to note that in practice the effective radiation pattern of the transmitter antenna is not omnidirectional. This is mostly due to hardware issues and body absorption if a person is carrying the transmitter. This will have an impact on the performance of any positioning system that relies on the signal strength. The extent of this impact is difficult to address in simulation. As, there are also many other factors such as movement of other people or objects in the building that could also affect the results, hardware implementation is the best way to characterize and evaluate this impact. When building a radio-map, a simple technique to reduce the body effect is to measure four spatial spectra while the person that carries the transmitter faces 4 different directions such as north, south, west, and east. All four spatial spectra or their average can be used per transmitter location. Again, actual hardware measurements are recommended to exactly assess the performance of the system. Throughout this paper, we have considered the case where the stationary access point with the circular array is the receiver and the mobile is the transmitter. If there are many transmitters available, a multiple access scheme has to be in place to differentiate between the signals of different transmitters. It is also possible to consider the case where the mobile is the receiver capable of generating spatial signatures; however, it should be noted that in this case, the mobile requires an electronic compass (or a similar device) in order to have a reference frame for the azimuth angle. In this way, many mobiles can estimate their locations simultaneously without the need for a multiple access scheme.
The application of multiple-in-multiple-out (MIMO) technology in WLAN (e.g., 802.11n) is creating the possibility to have access points that are capable of creating beam patterns that adapts to user's location. Access points that can select the best directional beam pattern among a finite number of possible patterns are already making their way into the market. It is conceivable that a simplified version of our proposed approach can be build over such infrastructure.
Finally, although we have outlined several matching techniques in this paper, it should be noted that our primary objective is to show the feasibility and effectiveness of using SPS for indoor positioning. Further studies are required to find the optimal strategy by considering other signature matching methodologies, operational complexity, and implementation issues.
APPENDIX COMPARISON OF THE SIMULATION SPS WITH REAL MEASUREMENTS
In order to justify the use of the ray-tracing tool for performance analyses of the SPS-based approach, verification of the accuracy of the simulated spatial power spectrum with real measurements was necessary. Therefore, a simple experiment was set up that involved a directional antenna located on a rotating platform. The SPS was generated by taking the measurement of the received power when the azimuth angle of the directional antenna was pointing at 0, 10, 20, . . . , 350 degrees. Figure 14 demonstrates the comparison made between the measured SPS and the ray-tracing estimate. The measured SPS corresponds to a single physical coordinate; and therefore, exhibits the effects of multipath fading. By averaging the sample SPS corresponding to a few nearly colocated positions, a closer match to the smoothed outcome of the ray-tracing tool was observed. Averaging four such measurement samples provided good match with the ray-tracing results. Details of the hardware experiment ( Figure 15 ) have been omitted for brevity. The authors realize that in general such hardware measurements should replace the results obtained by the ray-tracing tool to further validate our conclusions. 
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When designing a system for image acquisition, there is generally a desire for high spatial resolution and a wide fieldof-view. To achieve this, a camera system must typically employ small f-number optics. This produces an image with very high spatial-frequency bandwidth at the focal plane. To avoid aliasing caused by undersampling, the corresponding focal plane array (FPA) must be sufficiently dense. However, cost and fabrication complexities may make this impractical. More fundamentally, smaller detectors capture fewer photons, which can lead to potentially severe noise levels in the acquired imagery. Considering these factors, one may choose to accept a certain level of undersampling or to sacrifice some optical resolution and/or field-of-view.
In image super-resolution (SR), postprocessing is used to obtain images with resolutions that go beyond the conventional limits of the uncompensated imaging system. In some systems, the primary limiting factor is the optical resolution of the image in the focal plane as defined by the cut-off frequency of the optics. We use the term "optical SR" to refer to SR methods that aim to create an image with valid spatial-frequency content that goes beyond the cut-off frequency of the optics. Such techniques typically must rely on extensive a priori information. In other image acquisition systems, the limiting factor may be the density of the FPA, subsequent postprocessing requirements, or transmission bitrate constraints that require data compression. We refer to the process of overcoming the limitations of the FPA in order to obtain the full resolution afforded by the selected optics as "detector SR." Note that some methods may seek to perform both optical and detector SR.
Detector SR algorithms generally process a set of lowresolution aliased frames from a video sequence to produce a high-resolution frame. When subpixel relative motion is present between the objects in the scene and the detector array, a unique set of scene samples are acquired for each frame. This provides the mechanism for effectively increasing the spatial sampling rate of the imaging system without reducing the physical size of the detectors.
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In recent years, increased demand for fast Internet access and new multimedia services, the development of new and feasible signal processing techniques associated with faster and low-cost digital signal processors, as well as the deregulation of the telecommunications market have placed major emphasis on the value of investigating hostile media, such as powerline (PL) channels for high-rate data transmissions.
Nowadays, some companies are offering powerline communications (PLC) modems with mean and peak bit-rates around 100 Mbps and 200 Mbps, respectively. However, advanced broadband powerline communications (BPLC) modems will surpass this performance. For accomplishing it, some special schemes or solutions for coping with the following issues should be addressed: (i) considerable differences between powerline network topologies; (ii) hostile properties of PL channels, such as attenuation proportional to high frequencies and long distances, high-power impulse noise occurrences, time-varying behavior, and strong inter-symbol interference (ISI) effects; (iv) electromagnetic compatibility with other well-established communication systems working in the same spectrum, (v) climatic conditions in different parts of the world; (vii) reliability and QoS guarantee for video and voice transmissions; and (vi) different demands and needs from developed, developing, and poor countries.
These issues can lead to exciting research frontiers with very promising results if signal processing, digital communication, and computational intelligence techniques are effectively and efficiently combined.
The goal of this special issue is to introduce signal processing, digital communication, and computational intelligence tools either individually or in combined form for advancing reliable and powerful future generations of powerline communication solutions that can be suited with for applications in developed, developing, and poor countries.
Topics of interest include (but are not limited to)
• Multicarrier, spread spectrum, and single carrier techniques • Channel modeling 
